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The world is in the process of shifting from one in which the United States is the primary engine of international growth to one in which there are multiple engines. This process will not be comfortable for investors and retirees who expect the investment prospects of tomorrow to be like the opportunities of the past decades.

The United States is in the midst of a long-term secular bear cycle. Given the high valuations of the broad stock market, stock market returns are likely to be modest at best in the next 10 years. U.S. bond investors are faced with low interest rates and the serious potential for rising rates, which is not a good environment for bonds.

But that does not mean investors need despair. As the saying goes, there is always a bull market somewhere. There are opportunities awaiting the investor who is willing to do a little extra homework. In *The Bull Hunter*, we get to peek over Dan Denning’s shoulder and look at his homework notes, so to speak, as he travels and searches the world looking for opportunity.

While it may not be a smooth ride, the long-term trends that are now in play are setting up opportunities every bit as big as the U.S. stock and bond market in 1982.
Less than 20 years ago, China and India were mired in socialist governments and devastating poverty. Their entrepreneurs were not welcome in the halls of government. That has now changed. The desire of billions of Chinese and Indians to achieve middle-class status is one of the most compelling stories in recent history and will be one of the greatest potential builders of wealth of the new millennium. As an example, we are told that only two decades ago there were less than 60 cars in private hands in all of China. Now they produce that many every four minutes.

They will need commodities like iron, cement, nickel, aluminum, and copper, to list a few among a host of metals required as they build out their cities and homes. Where will an energy-hungry world find the power to enable such a fierce drive to improve their lot in life? Just the need for energy and raw materials to supply them is enough to create whole new bull markets.

And when you add together the populations of the nations surrounding China and India, you find another billion people with the same goals of improving not only their own lives but those of their children!

But the story is not just one of an improving environment for commodities and energy. There are far more bull markets that will be born in the coming years both at home and abroad, as entrepreneurs throughout the world will find new products and ways to serve their customers.

There are intriguing new investment vehicles like the exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and other new funds, which Dan talks about, that allow us to invest locally and safely while giving us an opportunity to be part of the global growth story.

These new bull markets are an opportunity for us to participate in this powerful new wave of free markets and capitalism. In a world where information is at our fingertips, we should not limit ourselves to yesterday’s markets and our own backyard. There is now an entire world we can search for value, seeking out opportunities to improve our own portfolios and net worth. The Bull Hunter is a good start.

So good luck and good hunting!

John Mauldin
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INTRODUCTION

LION, EAGLES, DRAGONS, AND BULL HUNTERS: A VISION TO PROFIT
Capital investment is heavily concentrated in the goods-producing sector. Ruin that sector, and you will infallibly see less and less capital investment in the economy.

—Dr. Kurt Richebächer¹

Trade, of course, predates manufacturing and has always dominated it. But it’s pretty pointless if we don’t make anything to trade.

—James Dyson²

It does not do to leave a live dragon out of your calculations, if you live near him.

—J.R.R. Tolkien³

Never turn down help, even if it comes from unexpected places in unexpected forms. I learned this two years ago, when I locked myself out of my apartment in Paris on July 14, Bastille Day, wearing nothing but a pair of boxer shorts and a T-shirt.

This was the summer of record heat in France. And so luckily, nobody was wearing much, even by French standards. I didn’t look
out of place wearing a green sarong and a pair of white terry cloth bath slippers I borrowed from a petite femme in the apartment below. I legged my way, with an occasional catcall, through the red-light district on Rue St. Denis to my office, sent an e-mail to the landlord, and waited for three hours to get a spare key. I did not keep the sarong.

Even when it’s unlooked for, good fortune may be staring you in the face. So when I again locked myself out of my apartment (this time in London, after midnight, on a cold and rainy Wednesday), I was only a little surprised to get lucky again. I found a small hotel room in a place called the County Hall, just beneath the great London Eye. I turned on the TV and came face-to-face with James Dyson.

Dyson is a British vacuum cleaner magnate. He makes things for a living, instead of buying them. It’s a habit that’s gone out of style in America, where consuming more than you produce is now the norm.

You may recognize Dyson from TV commercials in which he hawks his products. But on this night, he was hawking something entirely different. It was a very specific idea about why the Industrial Revolution happened in England, and how England went on to become the richest, most powerful nation on earth.

Dyson showed that England got rich through what an economist would call capital-intensive investment. You and I would simply call it manufacturing. It’s what made England rich. It’s what’s making China rich today. And Dyson claims it’s how the West—or at least some investors—can get rich again. He also claims that

- “Of the world’s 10 largest corporations by revenue, nine make big, heavy things. Like cars or ships’ turbines or computer hardware or consumer electronics.”
- “These companies rely on their engineering and their technology—not their styling—for their wealth. Only one—Wal-Mart—is a service company.”
- “Look at the most profitable companies, and again, the facts speak for themselves. In the top 10, only three are service companies.”
“Only one in seven British jobs is in manufacturing, yet they generate nearly two-thirds of exports. Manufacturing creates the wealth and spending power that feed the service industry.”

“It’s obvious,” Dyson concludes, “the rest of the world relies on manufacturing for its wealth. Why do we think we can be different? If we want to maintain our position alongside other leading nations, we’ve got to join the rest.” He finished with a history lesson worth keeping in mind:

History repeatedly shows the correlation between a nation’s wealth and its diplomatic and military powers. Before the Industrial Revolution, Britain accounted for just one-fiftieth of the world’s manufacturing output, while China spoke for a third. Fewer than a hundred years later, China had been invaded by a small British army. Its industry was now backward. Britain, with 2% of the world’s population, was making nearly half the world’s goods. And politically, we led the world. So if we want to protect our quality of life and our influence, we must maintain our average wealth—our GDP per capita. The only sure way to do that is to continue to innovate and manufacture. I believe manufacturing is the future, not the past.

FROM ENGLISH TEXTILES TO GLOBAL FORTUNES

Dyson is not the first Englishman to rediscover what made his country great and what is currently enabling China to clobber the rest of the West economically. Knowing I was interested in the history of how the West got rich, a colleague asked me to review a book called Capital and Innovation, by Charles Foster (Arley Hall Press, 2004).

The book reached many of the same conclusions as Dyson did about what made England rich. Foster’s book is about the economic development of Cheshire and Lancashire counties from 1500 to 1780, which led to the Industrial Revolution in England. It is really a case study of the world’s first industrial economy and its foremost maritime, trade, and military power. England leapt ahead of the rest of the world and stayed there for nearly 300 years because Englishmen began
saving, investing, and trading. They saved money from lands that became profitable farms. They invested in new technologies to make the lands more productive (the steam engine, for example). And they traded their newly manufactured goods with their American cousins.

It’s really a simple story of individual actions making a nation rich. A good example is Peter Warburton. In 1575 he inherited his father’s estate. The total value of his father’s possessions at his death was £773. Peter began purchasing leases to increase his income, rather than only farming the land. By the time he died 51 years later, his inherited possessions were worth £12,613—a 1,500 percent increase.

What’s even more important is that more than £9,000 of his personal worth was in gold and silver coins. His leases and tithes brought in £1,146 in income. His cattle stock had grown to 213 head, only four more than his father’s 209. But because of rising land and grain values, the cattle had doubled in value. Peter Warburton had turned a farm and his leases into a source of passive income for the accumulation of capital.

He was not alone. Dozens of tenants and families were doing the same thing all across England. These families were also developing important traditions that still serve as the bedrock of a healthy economy. They were saving. They viewed their capital as an asset for the wealth of future generations.

As they accumulated capital, all the benefits of investment began to show up in the northwest. Foster explains that employment in the region expanded. Fathers had money to send their sons to London to become doctors and lawyers. And because families were able to accumulate wealth in a liquid form (cash instead of land), more children inherited money than under the previous regime. This had the effect of capitalizing even more future entrepreneurs.

**CAN IT WORK TODAY?**

Can this sixteenth-century model of economic success really work today? I’ll argue later that it already is working—in China. It is now broken in the United States of America.
Companies like General Motors and Ford—which used to be manufacturing giants—have transformed themselves into hedge funds, making more money on their financing operations than on the manufacture and sale of cars. As a whole, the American economy doesn’t invest enough money in building things. Today’s America (as I’ll show later) invests in less durable types of assets. The respected economist, Dr. Kurt Richebächer, explains. The Austrian school of economics shows that savings and investment, not credit and consumption, are the foundation of growing economies. Dr. Richebächer writes of the overall decline in American investment spending and notes:

No less ominous is the shift in the composition of investment spending between different sectors of the economy. Overall investment in information processing is up 20% since 2000, computers making up 84.3% of that. But investment in industrial equipment is down 12.4%, and transportation investment down even 19.2%. It seems a reasonable assumption that the investment spending on information high-tech is centered in the economy’s growth sectors, such as retail trade and finance. Investment in industrial equipment is no higher today than in 1995.

Manifestly, manufacturing is the key trouble spot in the U.S. economy. With a loss of almost 3 million jobs, from 17 million, since 2000, the sector accounts singularly for the overall job disaster. All other major sectors had rising employment. Not surprisingly, manufacturing stands out with the weakest investment spending.6

This ailment is not a run-of-the-mill cold. It’s chronic. And it has real long-term consequences. The doctor continues:

It should immediately be clear that this extraordinary investment weakness is structural, not cyclical, and just as clear also should be its main cause: grossly overexpanded consumer spending, essentially at the expense of saving, investment, production, and the trade balance.

Changes in business capital investment play a crucial role in the process of economic growth through their specific effects on employment, incomes, and profits. There appears to be a widespread view that higher investment essentially reduces consumption. The fact is, rather,
that—through the rising production of capital goods—it increases employment and labor income more rapidly than the outflow of capital goods.

We hasten to add that this was true throughout the more than 100 years of Industrial Revolution. This technology involved huge investments in plant and equipment, of which a large part required prolonged production processes. Companies needed numerous workers to meet the huge demand for those capital goods; and once these were manufactured and installed, other firms hired workers to operate them. This investment-driven economic growth was inherently associated with strong growth of employment and incomes.

Lack of capital investment is America’s present key problem. That is one reason. The second one is that the new high-tech, for which corporate managers in America have an absolute preference, has very low labor and capital intensity. Between 2000 and 2003, employment by the manufacturers of computers and electronic products plunged from 1.8 million to 1.3 million.  

TOMORROW’S ECONOMY OR YESTERDAY’S MISTAKE?

Even on an empty stomach, Dyson’s speech was a revelation. When you add in the thoughts of Charles Foster and Dr. Kurt Richebächer, you begin to get a clearer picture of what leads to economic prosperity. But it’s virtually unrecognizable today.

What you hear these days is that we’re in a “postindustrial” economy. In this fictional economy, personal wealth is generated through rising asset prices and credit-financed consumption. We feel rich buying things instead of getting rich making them.

Now, I’ve traveled to quite a few places across the world in the last five years including China, India, Japan, Thailand, France, Germany, Italy, England, Mexico, Canada, Australia, and, of course, America. I can assure you that in nearly all of these places, spending money is not a good way to get rich.

What I’ve seen in all of these places—and from working in the stock market day after day for the last seven years—is a different picture of how to get wealthy that’s emerging. I’ll tell you some of what
I’ve seen and discovered in the following pages. I’ll also tell you about some of the risks you face if you live, work, and invest in America.

But the most important thing I can tell you is that all over the world, fortunes are being made in more ways than you or I can imagine. For investors, it’s as if you woke up one day and found you had 10 times more investment opportunities the night before. The only catch, as you rub the sleep out of your eyes, is figuring out how to profit.

BULL MARKETS ARE DEAD! LONG LIVE BULL MARKETS

For the past 20 years, most investors have viewed the stock market as a foolproof retirement machine. Find the best stocks early and hold them for a long time and you’ll retire really rich.

But over the last four years, it’s become clear that you can’t automatically get wealthy buying stocks... if stocks aren’t in a perpetual bull market. The retirement machine is sputtering. Maybe it’s even broken. What do you do?

I have good news for you. The old way of making money in the stock market doesn’t work anymore and it’s been replaced by something better. Instead of achieving your goals by “being bullish,”—a strategy that won’t work if stocks go sideways for 20 years—you redefine bull market.

WHAT’S A BULL AND WHAT’S A BEAR

The traditional definitions of bull and bear signify the direction of market prices. If the Dow goes up, it’s bullish and we’re in a bull market. If it goes down, it’s bearish and we’re in a bear market.

This leads to the common, but now faulty, belief that the best way to make money investing is to buy stocks only when they are going up. You can make money when stocks go down. Bears do it all the time. But it’s considered riskier and, by some bulls, in poor taste to profit from falling prices. It’s better to be a small boat, lifted by a rising tide. Right?
Every morning I cross the Thames river by walking south across the Waterloo Bridge to the south bank. The Thames is an estuarian river, which means it’s close to the sea and its current is affected by the tides. Some mornings the tide is going out and the river is low. Sometimes the tide is coming in (if I’m late to work) and the river literally flows upstream. Either way, the tide is always coming or going, and the flow of the river is always changing.

The tide is coming and going in the world’s investment markets, too—everywhere and all the time. Money moves quickly these days. Global capital flows faster than any river. Capital movements cause prices for stocks, bonds, or commodities to rise rapidly in one place, or fall just as rapidly in another.

For investors, the problem is that the tides of global finance are not as predictable as the tides of the Thames. If every market is a river, there are thousands of rivers. You can make money in any single one of them, and you can do so in any number of ways (as I’ll show you later).

The key thing is to realize that you have many choices. The terms bull and bear are simply not relevant today. Beyond the Dow Jones Industrials, mutual funds, and Vanguard index funds is a whole universe of investment opportunities. Today, you can buy Chinese ball-bearing makers, invest in the best companies in Australia, profit from a booming demand in cemented carbide metal-cutting tools, or even trade options and futures—all from your own home.

Sometimes you’ll profit when prices rise, sometimes when they fall. It may be a stock, a bond, a currency, or a commodity. But as you cast your investment glance across the globe, you’ll see the world has changed to your advantage. In this book, I’ll show you precisely what I’ve seen and how I think you can turn this change into investment profits. Of course, not everyone is comfortable with the idea that the investment rules have changed. It means changing your perspective. But it takes only a slight change to see what I’m talking about.

For example, it’s a common but mistaken belief that the investment terms bull and bear come from the way that these animals approach their respective foes. A bear moves his paw in a downward motion and a bull thrusts his horns upward. In fact, back in the days when traders hunted animals, so-called bear skin jobbers were fur
traders who sold skins from bears they had not yet caught. Think of this as an early futures contract. You got a fixed price today for a commodity to be delivered at a later date. By doing this you hedge your risk that the future price might be less than today’s price. But you also risk getting less for your commodity than it will be worth.

For this reason, the term came to describe anyone who sold short on any stock share or commodity. The use of bull as the opposite derives from the old practice of pitting bears and bulls against each other as a form of sport. Incidentally, Paris Garden in Southwark is one of the old places where bull and bear baitings were staged in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century London. It’s only five minutes’ walk from the office I work at today.

LONDON AND MODERN FINANCE

It’s no accident that essential terms like bull and bear come from capitalism’s early growth in London. The English got rich by thinking about making money in new ways. It’s a skill that Americans picked up, too. It’s also absolutely essential if you want to profit in an increasingly complex and interconnected global economy.

As long ago as 1785, today’s version of bull and bear were defined by Thomas Mortimer in his book, Every Man His Own Broker. Mortimer wrote:

[A] man who in March buys in the Alley [reference to the exchange in old London, Exchange Alley] 40,000 pounds [for settlement] in May, and at the same time is not worth ten pounds in the world . . . is a Bull, till such time as he can discharge himself of his heavy burden by selling it to another person . . .”

Even then, the English humor was understated. But Mortimer was not finished. He defines a bear as

. . . a person who has agreed to sell any quantity of the public funds more than he is possessed of, and often without being possessed of any at all, which, nevertheless, he is obliged to deliver against a certain time: before